UL warns of counterfeit UL Listed Fire Fighting Foam Concentrate

UL is notifying consumers, distributors and property owners of Aqueous Film Forming Foam 3% that bear a counterfeit UL Mark. Although marked with the word “FireChem” this Foam Concentrate is not manufactured by FireChem, India and have not been evaluated for safety by UL.

**Model of Product:** FireChem Aqueous Film Forming Foam 3% Foam Concentrate

**Units:** Unknown

**Manufacturer:** Unknown

**Date of Manufacture:** Unknown

**Location:** According to FireChem, this foam concentrate has only been found in Taiwan to date.

**Identification:** Aqueous Film Forming Foam 3%

**Marking on Sticker:** FIRECHEM

**Marking on the Deflector:** A UL Mark which is UL in a small circle found at the bottom of the paper label

Legitimate UL listed FIRECHEM AFFF 3% manufactured by FIRECHEM, India are manufactured and packed in printed UL Listed containers. The containers bear a UL Listed mold on its plastic container and the UL Listed mark for the foam shall be printed and should not be on a paper label.
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